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SENATOR WOL8 AND PROFESSOR TRAMS MEET THE ENERGY MULTIPLIER

By RicHard 3 McLeod

Unit Title: Net Energy

Module Titl: Senator WOLS, and Prbfessor Trams Meet the Energy-Multiplier

Descriptioa of che Module: This filmstrip is designed to acquaint the students
. _ ..... ....... ... _ _ .... _ ... ...... . ...... _ ...................... .............. _ ..... _

-with the haill( concepts of net energy inclOciing the concept of gain, growth, and

the viationship between' the -two.

Unit.Objectives ls,'5a, 5b, 5c, 5d

o
Maiperials Needed: Ftimstrip, cassette! fll_mstrip projector and cassette player

Module Type: Introduction

sContext: General

Time Required: One class period

%Mode: FilmStrip

Sample Evaluation items dd.

1 ;

The Youth Energy Project.is fUnded by. the Mithigan,Department of ,Comerce and
!the 14ichiganAnergy Extension Service on 'a pilot basis. ',Michigan State
University's Cooperative Extension Service (4-H - Youth PrRgrams) 'anct,Science

_

and-Mathematics Teaching Centr.-are the projett ppntractors. ThiS pakprial, ..
as prepared with the support of,the.U.S. Department,of Energy (DOE) Grant!go.

EC7-77-4-017692. 1!-. .
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SAMPLE EVALUATION rrEms

SENATOR WOLS AND PROEESSOR TRAMS MEET THE ENERGY MULTIPLIER

1. Given a gatn of 10 and a life expgctancy of 30 years, (letermine:

A) 'the total amount of energy that would be delivered by the system if 200

units_are_needed to bulld-and operate At over its-lifetime.

b) the energy produced by the system each year assuming uniform rate

of return.

c) at what point in time the system would begin to exhibit positive net

d)

-energy if no other systems were built.

an approximation for the maximum rate of grdwth if this system

is to remain a positive net energy source.

AnmeA: a) 2000

66 2/3

c) about 3 yeat6

d) 23.3%
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Prior tg showing this filmstrip/it might be Anstructive to discuss with

thc class their perc4tion' of the reality of the energy crisis and:actions that

they think we shouid.--+ake. it is quit() likely thaf students already are think-
+.

ing of moving toward a solar energy economy. If so, discuos with them how

quickly they *ink we should move and hw o much of our total energy 'needs should

- be supplied by solar in the future. After showing the -filmstrip, you might want tO

introduce some of the concepts that are 'developed in Appendix A and Appendix

kl that will help he students to begin to get a grasp of the 'concept of limits

of growth. Thefse c ncepts are rather mathematical and so might oot be appro-

priate unless your class, in Oneral, has well developed mathematical skills.

. This filmstrip assumes that the students have either seen the filmstrip

on "Energy and Dotibling Time" or liave read the boalet, Energy and Doubling

Time" which introduces the "Red-banded4narf." ,As a brief.reminder, one Snarf

was placed on the entire known world reserve of Ortep at 11:00 a.m. and at

12:00 noon,the Ortep was completely gone. The Snarl's doubling time,was 9ne'

minute such that at t1:00 there was one Snarf and at 11:01, two andso forth.

Therefore, at A'2:00; there woulal be 2
60

Snarfs or.1.15 x 10
18rt

Snarfs! If we

work backward fr' om 12:00, we would find that 1/2i the ortepstill remained at

, 11:59, 3/4 at 11:58 and so forth. In fact, a 11:55, jutit five minutes before

it was all gone, you could easily show that 97%. of the ortep still remained.

The "Energy and Doubling Time" filmstrip was designed to show this fantastfc.:
, \

,
4 ..'

increase due to.doubling. The concept is briefly reviewed in "erames-8--,12.
. .

Frames 13.715
,

Thi begins a different scenario f or the snarfs. Here theyrecoghize by
.

,11:15 that they do not have an infinit suRply. of ortep and must find More,

At 11:15, we would hialve 21
5

snarls or 32,768 enarfs .2"---'more'than enough, to

,send out a searcb.party.4



The key point here is thAt it takes energy to f Ind energy. In tact ,l,they must

take more energy with them in the form of ortep than they can hring.back. _As

we must go further and further to find our energy resources in the form of oil,

coal and natural gas, the same thing will happen. The question is when?

Frames 16-18
4

A snarf professor is introduced as well as the Snarf Senator WOLS:

Any reseTance between 8enntor WOLS and any existing real life politician is

purely 'coincidental.

F r am e 19

\
This is the first time that the concept of gain has been introduced,

.although it is not labeled. This multiplier has n gain of three. That ls, it

will produce 3 times as much energy as it takes to build and maintain it.

Thus, the energy out divided by the energy equals 3.

Feame 21

This.frame refers to the concept that was developed in the "Energy and
.

Doubling Time" filmstrip. At 11:15, virtually all of the ortep mountain still

remained, but-at 12:00 it was

/
I gone. Thus at 11:15, less than 45.minutes of

i

ortep would remain.

Frames 22-28

These frames represent a fallacious argument that is prevalent today. In

fact, we are only now beginning to think about how much energy must be invested

itin energy producing systems. That is, the concept of gain is only now becoming

;

important in our thinking. There -are even-fewer people who are thinking about

any limitations on growth. The Srgument as given.by Senator WOLS

,seems quite reasonable. The'faster we grow the more energy we will have! The

next few frames show that that is not true.
\

4.
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Frame 32

The rate of pay back is a keyfactor in the problemif the pay back were

instantaneous, ft would indeed be profitable to grow as quickly as,possible.

However, Vince the ray back ,i distributed over a number of years, it is quite

possibleto invest at a rate that e'xceeds the pay back rate and mchieve-a net

energy deficit. Remember, that this'is not like investing money. The principal'
....

........... _ .

'cannot be withdrawn. The princiVal has been, for all prractical purposes, loRt

/nd only the interest can be recovered.

Frames 32c 32s

These frames are very difficult and it may be necessary to review them

again after the entire filmstrip has been shc4;n. However, an Understauding

of the del.)elopment of this chart is critical to' the concept.

Frames 36 47

Here, we develop the argument that the result would havel)een a positive
,

energy flow if the gain could have been increased, or if the rate of growth

would have'been decreased sufficiently. To illustrate that, the rate of growth

was decreased by a factor of 4 such that the doubling time was 20 minutes rather

than 5minutes. Witb'this.rate of growth, t'igain as low as. 3 results in a net

pay back to society. The remainder of the filmstrip attempts to relate this

problem of the stilarfs to our own energy problems. When oil and coal were very

eaSy to obtain, the gain for energy systems'based,on these fuels was extremely

high. At one time, for example, so little energy was invested to'obtain oil

that the energy gain for oil was up in the 100's. That is no louger true. The

energy gain now is less than 20. These gains will continue to decrease. Much

Alas been said about converting coal to oil and gas. This process requires a

"1
0

1



lorge energy nput for conversion. This will further depress the gain of cciall.

Thus, we must revise our thinking toacconmiodatethe realities of low-gain

systems. Solar, wind, and other alternatives, in general, fall in the low

gain category.

The most important point of the entire filmst(tp is that we 1st begin to
. ,

think more carefully about the amount of energy thatymust be invest d to get

energy. The concept of gain must become-an increasingly pivotal concept

upbn which decis ons are made. We as a society cannot afford to permit lOw

gain systems t grow at rates that will exceed their ability to pay back. An

understandiq of this concept will help us make the right decisions. The

module (Dili "Energy Gain" will further develop this concept:

4,

)


